Notes to Table C-1

Source of Membership Data

A. Unions Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

Abbreviations:

(American Federation of Labor, 1939)

(id., 1953)

(Ottawa, Dept. of Labour, Economics and Research Branch, 1939)

(id., 1953)

1. ACTORS AND ARTISTES OF AMERICA, ASSOCIATED: Membership for 1939
   and 1953, from Report, 1939 and Report, 1953. Canadian membership
   for 1953, from 43rd A.R. Distribution, 1939 and 1953, not available.

2. AGRICULTURAL WORKERS UNION (in 1939, unaffiliated, and known as the
   Distribution not available.

3. AIR LINE DISPATCHERS ASSOCIATION: Membership 1953, from Report,
   November 1953. Distribution estimated from voting representation at Ninth
   Convention, 1950.

4. AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION, INTERNATIONAL: Membership and distri-
   bution, 1939 and 1953, from union letter.

ASBESTOS WORKERS, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HEAT AND FROST INSULATORS AND: Membership 1939, from Report, 1939; membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts, fees, and assessments for the calendar year 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from the representation at union's Sixteenth Convention, 1942; distribution 1953, from representation at Eighteenth Convention, 1952.


BAKERY AND CONFECTIONERY WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION OF AMERICA: Membership and distribution, 1939 and 1953, from union letter.


BOILERMAKERS, IRON SHIP BUILDERS AND HELPERS, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership 1939, from Report, 1939. Membership and distribution 1953, from report of the Credentials Committee at Consolidated Convention with the Blacksmiths. Distribution 1939, estimated from membership reported at Sixteenth Convention, 1937.

BOOKBINDERS, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership and distribution 1939, from reports at union's Twenty-Second Convention, 1940. Membership and distribution 1953, from officers report to the union's Twenty-Eighth Convention, 1954.


BUILDING SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION: Membership, 1939 and 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal years ending March 31, 1940 and March 31, 1954. Distribution 1939, estimated from voting representation at union's Eighth Convention, 1940; distribution 1953, from voting representation at Tenth Convention, 1950.

CARPENTERS AND JOINERS OF AMERICA, UNITED BROTHERHOOD: Membership and distribution, 1939 and 1953, from union letter. Figures are as of June 30, 1940 and June 30, 1954.

CEMENT, LIME AND GYPSUM WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION, UNITED (became an international union late in 1939): Membership 1939, from Report, 1940; membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's First Convention, 1939; distribution 1953, from voting representation at Seventh Convention, 1954, except Canada. Canadian membership estimated from per capita dues paid to the Trades and Labour Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1953.
CHEMICAL WORKERS UNION, INTERNATIONAL: Membership and distribution, 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts.

CIGAR MAKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION OF AMERICA: Membership and distribution, 1939 and 1953, from union letter.


ELECTRICAL WORKERS, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership and distribution 1939, estimated from a referendum report in The Electrical Worker, January 1941, and the report of the Credentials Committee to the union's Twenty-First Convention, 1941. Membership and distribution 1953, from the report of the Credentials Committee at union's Twenty-Fifth Convention, 1954.


FIRE FIGHTERS, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF: Membership, 1939 and 1953, estimated from per capita receipts for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1939 and June 30, 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from the average representation at union's Fourteenth Convention, 1938, and Fifteenth Convention, 1940; distribution 1953, from representation at the Twenty-First Convention, 1952 and the Twenty-Second Convention, 1954.

FLIGHT ENGINEERS INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION: Membership and distribution, 1953, from union letter.


GLASS WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, FLINT: Membership of skilled division, 1939 and skilled and miscellaneous, 1953, from report at union's Sixty-Sixth and Fourth Consolidated Convention, 1953; miscellaneous division, 1939, from report at Sixty-Fourth Convention, 1940. Distribution of miscellaneous, 1939, from report at Sixty-Fourth Convention, 1940; skilled, 1939, from voting representation at the same convention. Distribution of miscellaneous, 1953, from report at Sixty-Sixth Convention 1953; skilled, 1953, from voting representation at the same convention.


GRANITE CUTTERS INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, THE:
Membership, 1939 and 1953, from Report, 1939 and Report, 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at the union's 1940 convention; distribution 1953, not available.

HANDBAG, LUGGAGE, BELT AND NOVELTY WORKERS UNION, INTERNATIONAL:

HATTERS, CAP AND MILLINERY WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION, UNITED:
Membership and distribution, 1939 and 1953, from union letter.

HOD CARRIERS, BUILDING AND COMMON LABORERS UNION OF AMERICA, INTERNATIONAL: Membership, 1939 and 1953, from union letter. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's 1941 convention; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Special Convention, 1953, except Canada. Canadian membership from 43rd A.R.


HOTEL AND RESTAURANT EMPLOYEES AND Bartenders INTERNATIONAL UNION:
Membership 1939, from officers' report at Thirtieth Convention, 1941. Distribution 1939, from representation at the same convention, except Canada. Canadian membership, 1939, from union letter. Membership and distribution, 1953, from union letter.


LAUNDRY WORKERS, INTERNATIONAL UNION: Membership, 1939 and 1953, from union letter. Distribution, 1939 and 1953, estimated from representation at the union's 1939 and 1953 conventions, and from union letter.

LETTER CARRIERS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF: Membership 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939; membership 1953, from union letter. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's Thirty-Second Convention, 1939, distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Thirty-Eighth Convention, 1952.


MACHINISTS, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF: Membership and distribution, 1939 and 1953, from union letter.

MAINTENANCE OF WAY EMPLOYEES, BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership and distribution, 1939 and 1953, from union letter.

MASTERS, MATES AND PILOTS OF AMERICA, NATIONAL ORGANIZATION:
Membership 1939, from Report, 1939; membership and distribution
1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the calendar
year 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from per capita dues
receipts for the calendar year, 1943.

MEAT CUTTERS AND BUTCHER WORKMEN OF NORTH AMERICA, AMALGAMATED:
Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, from per
capita dues receipts for the fiscal year ending February 28, 1954.
Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's
Fifteenth Convention, 1940; distribution 1953, estimated from that
for 1939.

MECHANICS AND FOREMEN OF NAVAL SHORE ESTABLISHMENTS, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF MASTER: Membership, 1939 and 1953, from Report, 1939
and Report, 1953. Distribution not available.

MESSengers, THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SPECIAL DELIVERY: Member-
ship, 1939 and 1953, from Report, 1939 and Report, 1953. Distribu-
tion 1939, not available; distribution 1953, estimated from
representation at union's Ninth Convention, 1950.

METAL ENGRAVERS AND MARKING DEVICE WORKERS UNION, INTERNATIONAL:
Distribution 1939, not available; distribution 1953, estimated from
voting representation at union's 1948 convention.

METAL POLISHERS, BUFFERS, AND PLATERS INTERNATIONAL UNION: Member-
ship, 1939 and 1953, from Report, 1939 and Report, 1953. Distribu-
tion 1939, estimated from voting representation at union's Nineteenth
Convention, 1941, and results of a referendum vote in 1939, reported in The Metal Polisher Buffer and Plater, May-June, 1939; distribution 1953, not available.

MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA, PROGRESSIVE (in 1953, unaffiliated):


PAINTERS, DECORATORS AND PAPERHANGERS OF AMERICA, BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership, 1939 and 1953, from union letter. Distribution 1939, estimated from total income from each local during one month in 1939; distribution 1953, from union letter.
PAPER MAKERS, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership, 1939 and 1953, from union letter, but that for 1953 is an average of six months only. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's 1939 convention; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Twentieth Convention, 1952.


PLATE, PRINTERS, DIE STAMPERS AND ENGRAVERS UNION OF NORTH AMERICA: Membership and distribution, 1939 and 1953, from union letter.

PLUMBING AND PIPE FITTING INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, UNITED ASSOCIATION OF JOYNEYMEN AND APPRENTICES OF THE: Membership 1939, estimated the same as 1938; membership 1938, from the Report of
the Executive Board and Officers to the Twenty-Fourth Convention, 1942; membership 1953, from union letter. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at Twenty-Third Convention, 1938; distribution 1953, estimated from results of a referendum vote as of December 1950, reported in the United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry Journal, April 1951.

POST OFFICE CLERKS, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF: Membership and distribution 1939, from union letter. Membership 1953, from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal year ending May 31, 1953; distribution 1953, estimated from union letter.


RAILROAD YARDMASTERS OF AMERICA (in 1939, unaffiliated; membership then, not available): Membership 1953, from Report, 1953. Distribution not available.

RAILWAY CARMEN OF AMERICA, BROTHERHOOD: Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, estimated the same as 1952; membership 1952, from union letter. Distribution 1939, estimated from voting representation at Eighteenth Convention, 1941; distribution 1953, estimated from voting representation at union's Twentieth Convention, 1950.

RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP CLERKS, FREIGHT HANDLERS, EXPRESS AND STATION EMPLOYEES, BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts and initiation fees for the calendar year 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's 1939 convention; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at 1951 convention.


SEAFARERS INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA: Membership 1939, from Report, 1939; membership 1953, estimated the same as 1952; membership 1952, estimated from per capita dues and initiation fees for the calendar year 1952. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's First Convention, 1942; distribution 1953, estimated from voting representation at Sixth Convention, 1953.


STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF: Membership 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts; membership and distribution 1953, from union letter. Distribution 1939, estimated from Fourth Convention, 1940.

STEREOTYPERS AND ELECTROTYPERS UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, INTERNATIONAL: Membership and distribution, 1939 and 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts.


STREET, ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR COACH EMPLOYEES OF AMERICA, AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF: Membership 1939, from Report, 1939; membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's Twenty-Sixth Convention, 1939; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Thirty-Second Convention, 1952.


TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, WAREHOUSEMEN AND HELPERS OF AMERICA, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership 1939, union letter; membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the calendar year 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's Fourteenth Convention, 1940; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at the Fifteenth Convention, 1947, data reported at the Sixteenth Convention, 1952, and confidential sources.


116 TOBACCO WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION: Membership and distribution, 1939 and 1953, from union letter, except Canada for 1953. Canadian membership from 43rd A.R.

117 TOY WORKERS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, INTERNATIONAL UNION OF DOLL AND: Membership and distribution, 1953, from union letter.


119 UPHOLSTERERS INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA: Membership and distribution 1959, estimated from representation at union's Nineteenth Convention, 1937. Membership and distribution 1953, from union letter, except Canada. Canadian membership from 43rd A.R.


LOCAL TRADE AND FEDERAL UNIONS: Membership, 1939 and 1953, from Report, 1939 and Report, 1953, except that the membership of the Cement, Lime and Gypsum Workers, organized from a number of local trade and federal labor unions in 1939, is subtracted from the total dues-paying membership reported for the year. Distribution, 1939 and 1953, estimated from a letter from the American Federation of Labor.
E. Unions Affiliated with the Congress of Industrial Organizations

Abbreviations:

30th A.R., 43rd A.R.: See page 1 above.

1. ALUMINUM WORKERS OF AMERICA (merged with the Steelworkers-CIO in 1944): Membership, 1939, estimated from the figure reported by the union at its convention, 1937, and representation at the Third Constitutional Convention of the CIO, 1940. Distribution, estimated from representation at union's 1938 convention.


3. AUTOMOBILE, AIRCRAFT AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKERS, INTERNATIONAL UNION, UNITED: Membership 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipt for eight months; membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the calendar year 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from voting representation at union's Special (Fourth) Convention, 1939; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Fourteenth Constitutional Convention, 1953, and per capita dues receipts by district, except Canada. Canadian membership estimated from per capita dues receipts for the calendar year 1953.

4. BARBERS AND BEAUTY CULTURISTS UNION OF AMERICA: Membership 1939, estimated the same as 1940; membership 1940, dues-paying membership reported by the union at December; membership 1953, estimated the
same as 1954; membership 1954, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the calendar year 1954. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's First Convention, 1943; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at the Fourth Convention, 1952.


6 BROADCAST ENGINEERS AND TECHNICIANS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF (in 1939, unaffiliated; membership then not available): Membership and distribution, 1953, from report of the Credentials Committee to the Twentieth Annual Meeting.

7 CANNERY, AGRICULTURAL, PACKING AND ALLIED WORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED (subsequently known as the Food, Tobacco, Agricultural and Allied Workers; merged with the Distributive Workers Union, Independent, and United Office and Professional-CIO to form the Distributive, Processing and Office Workers, Independent, in 1950): Membership estimated from per capita dues receipts for December 1, 1938 to October 31, 1940. Distribution estimated from representation at union's First Convention, 1937, and Third Convention, 1940.
CLOTHING WORKERS OF AMERICA, AMALGAMATED: Membership 1939, estimated from per capita dues paid to the CIO for the fiscal period February 1, 1938 to January 1, 1940. Membership 1953, from per capita dues receipts for the calendar year. Distribution, 1939 and 1953, estimated from figures reported by the union and the 30th A.R. and 43rd A.R. for Canadian membership.

COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN (in 1953, unaffiliated): Membership and distribution, 1939, estimated the same as 1938; the latter, from Report of President to the Convention, 1938.

COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA (unaffiliated in 1939, as the National Federation of Telephone Workers): Membership, 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts. Distribution, 1953, estimated from voting representation at union's Eighth Convention, 1954.


ELECTRICAL, RADIO AND MACHINE WORKERS, INTERNATIONAL UNION OF:
Membership, 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the
fiscal year ending July 31, 1953. Distribution, 1953, estimated
from per capita dues receipts and voting representation at union's
Fifth Convention, 1953.

ELECTRICAL, RADIO AND MACHINE WORKERS, UNITED (in 1953, unaffiliated):
Membership, 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts for August
1, 1939 to July 31, 1940. Distribution, 1939, estimated from voting
representation at union's Fifth Convention, 1939.

FARM EQUIPMENT WORKERS ORGANIZING COMMITTEE (merged with the United
Electrical Workers in 1949): Membership, 1939, representation at
union's Second Constitutional Convention of the CIO, 1939. Distri-
bution, 1939, estimated from reports in the CIO News Farm Equipment

FEDERAL WORKERS OF AMERICA (merged with the State, County and
Municipal Workers - CIO in 1946): Membership, 1939, estimated from
union letters. Distribution, 1939, estimated from representation
at union's 1942 convention.

FISHERMEN AND ALLIED WORKERS OF AMERICA (in 1950, merged with the
Longshoremen and Warehousemens Union, then and in 1953 unaffiliated):
Membership, 1939, estimated from per capita dues paid to the CIO for
the fiscal period May to November, 1939. Distribution, 1939, esti-
mated from representation at union's First Convention, 1939.

FUR WORKERS UNION, INTERNATIONAL (in 1953, unaffiliated; part of
the Fur and Leather Workers Union): Membership and distribution,
1939, estimated from per capita receipts for the fiscal period
April 1, 1937 to March 31, 1939.
FURNITURE WORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED: Membership and distribution 1939, from voting representation at First Convention, 1939. Membership and distribution 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for fiscal year ending March 31, 1953.


GLASS, CERAMIC AND SILICA SAND WORKERS OF AMERICA, FEDERATION OF (formerly the Flat Glass Workers): Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues paid to the CIO for the fiscal year ending April 30, 1954. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's Fourth Convention, 1940; distribution 1953, from representation at Eleventh Convention, 1954.

GOVERNMENT AND CIVIC WORKERS ORGANIZING COMMITTEE: Membership, 1953, estimated from representation at the Fifteenth Constitutional Convention of the CIO, 1953. Distribution not available.


INSURANCE WORKERS OF AMERICA: Membership and distribution, 1953, from voting representation at union's First Convention, 1953.

LEATHER WORKERS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF (in 1953, unaffiliated; part of the Fur and Leather Workers Union): Membership, 1939, estimated from per capita dues paid to the CIO for the fiscal period April 1, 1939 to December 31, 1939. Distribution, 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal period April 1, 1939 to December 31, 1940.

LITHOGRAPHERS OF AMERICA, AMALGAMATED (in 1939, an affiliate of the A F of L): Membership and distribution, 1953, from union letter.


MARINE ENGINEERS BENEFICIAL ASSOCIATION, NATIONAL: Membership, 1939 and 1953, from reports of Secretary-Treasurer at conventions. Distribution 1939, report of Secretary-Treasurer at Sixty-Seventh Convention 1943 for the fiscal period ending December, 1941; distribution 1953, report of Secretary-Treasurer at Seventy-Eighth Convention, 1954.
MARINE AND SHIPBUILDING WORKERS OF AMERICA, INDUSTRIAL UNION OF:
Membership 1939, estimated the same as 1938; membership 1938, from Proceedings of the Fourth Convention, 1938. Membership and distribution, 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal year ending July 31, 1953.

NATIONAL MARITIME UNION: Membership 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal period January 1 to April 30, 1939; membership 1953, from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal period January 1 to June 30, 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal period January 1 to June 30, 1941; distribution 1953, from per capita dues receipts for the same fiscal period as total membership.

MINE, MILL AND SMELTER WORKERS, INTERNATIONAL UNION OF (in 1953, unaffiliated): Membership and distribution, 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal year ending May 31, 1940.

MINE WORKERS, UNITED (excluding District 50; in 1953, unaffiliated): Membership, 1939 from union letter. Distribution, 1939, estimated from voting representation at the union's 1940 convention.

MINE WORKERS, UNITED, DISTRICT 50 (in 1953, unaffiliated): Membership, 1939, number covered by contract as of January 1940 and reported in the Proceedings of the Second Convention, 1940, p. 11. Distribution, 1939, estimated from voting representation at Second Convention, 1940.

OFFICE AND PROFESSIONAL WORKERS OF AMERICA (merged with the Food, Tobacco, Agricultural and Allied Workers and the Distributive Workers Union in 1950 to form the Distributive, Processing and Office Workers, unaffiliated); Membership and distribution, 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal period April 1, 1939 to July 31, 1940.


OPTICAL AND INSTRUMENT WORKERS, UNITED: Membership, 1939 and 1953, from representation at the Second and Fifteenth Constitutional Convention of the CIO. Distribution, 1939 and 1953, not available.

PACKINGHOUSE WORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED: Membership 1939, from representation at the Second Constitutional Convention of the CIO, 1939; membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the calendar year 1953. Distribution 1939, not available; distribution 1953, estimated from voting representation at union's Ninth Convention, 1954.
PAPER, NOVELTY AND TOY WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION, UNITED (in 1944, divided into two organizations, the Paper Workers Organizing Committee and the Playthings, Jewelry and Novelty Workers): Membership, 1939, union letter. Distribution estimated from union's 1940 convention.

PAPERWORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED (membership 1939, see Paper, Novelty and Toy Workers): Membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the calendar year 1953. Distribution 1953, estimated from representation at union's 1952 convention.

PLAYTHINGS, JEWELRY AND NOVELTY WORKERS, INTERNATIONAL UNION (membership 1939, see Paper, Novelty and Toy Workers): Membership 1953, from report at the Seventh Convention, 1952. Distribution 1953, same report as total membership, adjusted by information obtained from the Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union, the union with which this organization merged in 1954.

RADIO ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN: Membership, 1953, estimated the same as 1952; membership 1952, from union letter. Distribution not available.

RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND DEPARTMENT STORE UNION: Membership and distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's Second Convention, 1939. Membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal period January 1 to June 30, 1953. Distribution 1953, estimated from reports obtained from the union.

RUBBER, CORK, LINOLEUM AND PLASTIC WORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED: Membership 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal period July 1 to December 31, 1939; membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from voting representation at union's Fourth Convention, 1939; distribution 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the same fiscal year as total membership.

SHOE WORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED: Membership and distribution 1939, estimated from voting representation at union's Second Convention, 1939. Membership 1953, same as that estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal period September 1, 1950 to February 28, 1953. Distribution 1953, from representation at Eighth Convention, 1954.

STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL WORKERS OF AMERICA (merged with the Federal Workers in 1946 to form the United Public Workers): Membership, 1939, estimated from union letter. Distribution, 1939, estimated from representation at union's Second Convention, 1941.

STONE AND ALLIED PRODUCTS WORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED (in 1939, known as the Quarry Workers): Membership 1939, from union letter. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's Third Convention, 1940. Membership and distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Seventh Convention, 1952.

TEXTILE WORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED: Membership 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the two years ending March 31, 1939. Membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal year ending February 28, 1954. Distribution 1939, estimated from union's First Convention, 1939; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Eighth Convention, 1953.

TRANSPORT SERVICE EMPLOYEES OF AMERICA, UNITED: Membership, 1953, estimated from representation at the Fifteenth Constitutional Convention of the CIO, 1953. Distribution not available.

TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA: Membership 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal period October 1, 1937 to August 31, 1939. Membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal period September 1, 1952 to August 31, 1954. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's
Second Convention, 1939; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Eighth Convention, 1952.

UTILITY WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA: Membership and distribution 1939, estimated from a directory of locals, April 1940, as represented at union's First Convention, 1946. Membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for calendar 1953. Distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Sixth Convention, 1953.

WOODWORKERS OF AMERICA, INTERNATIONAL: Membership 1939, estimated the same as 1940; membership 1940, estimated from per capita receipts for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1940; membership 1953, from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's Third Convention, 1939; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Seventeenth Convention, 1953.

LOCAL INDUSTRIAL UNIONS: Membership 1939, estimated from the number of local unions represented at the convention of the CIO, 1939, multiplied by 300. The number 300 is deemed a fair one since the average membership of total trade and federal labor unions of the A F of L, a class of unions similar to the local industrial unions of the CIO, varied from a low of 82 in 1937 to a high of 193 in 1948. Membership 1953, estimated from per capita receipts and initiation fees for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1953. Distribution, 1939 and 1953, not available.
C. Unaffiliated Unions

Abbreviation:


3. CENTRAL STATES PETROLEUM UNION: Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts from locals for varying fiscal years. Distribution 1939, estimated; distribution 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts from locals.


ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS ASSOCIATION: Membership, 1953, from Bull. 1127. Distribution not available.

ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS OF AMERICA: Membership, 1953, estimated from representation at the Second Convention, 1954. Distribution not available.

ENGRAVERS AND SKETCHMAKERS, FRIENDLY SOCIETY: Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, from Bull. 1127. Distribution, 1939 and 1953, not available.

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF: Membership 1939 and 1953, from union letter. Distribution 1939, estimated from voting representation at union's Fifteenth Convention, 1939; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Twenty-First Convention, 1951.


FOREMANS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA: Membership, 1953, from Bull. 1127. Distribution not available.
FUR AND LEATHER WORKERS UNION OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, INTERNATIONAL (in 1939, two unions, affiliates of the CIO): Membership and distribution of (a) Fur and (b) Leather division, 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the two years ending December 31, 1953.


INDUSTRIAL TRADES UNION OF AMERICA: Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, from Bull. 1127. Distribution 1953, estimated from contract coverage; distribution 1939, estimated the same as 1953.


LACE OPERATIVES OF AMERICA, AMALGAMATED: Membership, 1939 and 1953, from confidential source. Distribution not available.


LOCOMOTIVE FIREMEN AND ENGINEMEN, BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership and distribution, 1939 and 1953, from union letter.

LONGSHOREMEN'S AND WAREHOUSEMEN'S UNION, INTERNATIONAL (in 1939, an affiliate of the CIO): Membership, 1953, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the calendar year 1953. Distribution estimated from representation at Tenth Convention, 1953.

MAILERS UNION, INTERNATIONAL: Membership, 1953, estimated the same as 1952; membership 1952, from union letter. Distribution not available.

MARINE COOKS AND STEWARDS, NATIONAL UNION OF (in 1939, an affiliate of the CIO): Membership, 1953, estimated the same as 1950; membership 1950, from union letter. Distribution not available.


MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED (excluding District 50; in 1939, an affiliate of the CIO): Membership and distribution, 1953, estimated from representation at union's 1952 convention.

MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED, DISTRICT 50 (in 1939, an affiliate of the CIO in 1939): Membership and distribution, 1953, confidential, except Canadian membership. Canadian membership from 43rd A.R.

NEWSPAPER AND MAIL DELIVERERS UNION OF NEW YORK AND VICINITY:
Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, from Bull. 1127. Distribution, 1939 and 1953, not available.

POST OFFICE CLERK, UNITED NATIONAL ASSOCIATION: Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, estimated from changes in per capita income reported at Forty-Second Convention, 1954. Distribution, 1939 and 1953, not available.


POST OFFICE MOTOR VEHICLE EMPLOYEES, NATIONAL FEDERATION: Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, estimated the same as 1952; membership 1952, from union letter. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's Ninth Convention, 1941; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at Thirteenth Convention, 1952.
POSTAL EMPLOYEES, NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF: Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, estimated the same as 1952; membership 1952, from union letter. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's Twelfth Convention, 1943; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at 1953 convention.


RAILROAD SIGNALMEN, BROTHERHOOD OF (in 1953, an affiliate of the A F of L): Membership and distribution, 1939, from union letter.

RAILROAD TRAINMEN, BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership 1939, from union letter; membership 1953, estimated from change in per capita dues and assessments between 1953 and 1954. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's Second Quadrennial Convention, 1939; distribution 1953, estimated from representation at 1950 convention.

RAILWAY SUPERVISORS ASSOCIATION, INC., AMERICAN: Membership, 1953; from Bull. 1127. Distribution not available.

SALARIED UNIONS, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF: Membership and distribution, 1953, from union letter.

SHOE AND ALLIED CRAFTMEN, BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership 1939, from union letter; membership and distribution 1953, from confidential source. Distribution 1939, not available.

SOUTHERN TENANT FARMERS UNION (in 1953, an affiliate of the A F of L, called the Agricultural Workers): Membership, 1939, from union letter. Distribution, 1939, from representation at union's 1937 convention.

STATE, CITY AND TOWN EMPLOYEES, FEDERATION: Membership, 1953, from Bull. 1127. Distribution not available.

TELEPHONE WORKERS, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF (in 1953, an affiliate of the CIO, called the Communications Workers of America): Membership and distribution, 1939, estimated from 1941 convention.

TRAIN DISPATCHERS ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN: Membership 1939, estimated from per capita dues receipts for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939; membership 1953, from The Train Dispatcher, November 1953. Distribution 1939, estimated from representation at union's 1938 convention; distribution 1953, not available.

TRANSPORTATION ASSOCIATION, INTERNATIONAL: Membership, 1953, from Bull. 1127. Distribution not available.

UTILITY WORKERS OF NEW ENGLAND, INC., BROTHERHOOD OF: Membership, 1953, from Bull. 1127. Distribution not available.
50 WATCH WORKERS UNION, AMERICAN: Membership, 1953, from Bull. 1127. Distribution not available.

51 WATCHMEN'S ASSOCIATION, INDEPENDENT: Membership, 1953 from Bull. 1127. Distribution not available.

52 WELDERS OF AMERICA, NATIONAL UNION UNITED: Membership, 1953, from Bull. 1127. Distribution not available.


54 UNAFFILIATED LOCAL UNIONS: Membership and distribution, 1939 and 1953, from union letters.